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*Fade in: Made-up Production Logo*
Theme song plays over images of a mysterious figure punching out
individuals. Colourful backgrounds and words in a foreign
language appear onscreen.
Scene 1: Dark Background
There
face.
name.
thing
about
KUNG!

NARRATOR
are few who have seen his
And even fewer know his true
But the one thing, the one
that everyone will tell you
him. You don’t mess… with
FU! KNIGHT!

While the NARRATOR talks, KUNG FU KNIGHT appears from out of the
shadows. Once the Narrator mentions his name, he raises a fist,
and punches the screen. The title: “KUNG FU KNIGHT: THE JOURNEY
OF THE ONE WHO PUNCHES” appears onscreen.
FADE OUT
SCENE 2: INT. HALLWAY
Kung Fu Knight is walking down a corridor.
NARRATOR
In a world of supernatural
mysteries, the Kung Fu Knight is
on the prowl. His sense of justice
has led him to an abandoned
warehouse, where he intends to
find his next target. In the belly
of this forgotten building hide a
notorious gang known as the BEATER
BOYS, led by the equally notorious
BEN BEATER, known more commonly by
his nickname: GOBLIN BEN! Here,
they plan their next evil scheme…
SCENE 3: INT. WAREHOUSE ROOM
Cut to the BEATER BOYS: Six evil-looking guys in a dark room.
Five of the six men (The Henchmen: RILEY, DECLAN, MARCUS,
NATHAN, and TUAN) wear suits and sunglasses. Their leader, the
GOBLIN BEN, is wearing a leather jacket and has a cartoonishlylarge thin handlebar moustache on his face, and he does not wear
any sunglasses. In the corner of the room, there is an object
that omits a satanic red glow.
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DECLAN
Hey boss, ya sure this is a good
idea? It seems like somethin’ we
don’t wanna dip our toes into.
GOBLIN BEN
Do not worry, my underlings. Once
the ritual is complete, and the
FIREBIRD is in our control, we
will have this city in the PALM OF
OUR HANDS. Every cop, politician,
gang banger, you name it, will be
begging for us to spare them our
wrath. And besides, once we’re
through, we’ll have no competition
for selling our ‘secret powder’…
Goblin Ben holds out a strange yellow powder to show his
henchmen. They all stare in awe.
MARCUS
But master, what if the police
find us? We lost our guns in that
drug bust last week, and, sure we
can fight with our fists but,
we’re no match for the
professionals.
GOBLIN BEN
…How much time is left on the
ritual?
RILEY
About three minutes, sir.
GOBLIN BRN
(evil chuckle)
Do not worry. If they somehow show
up here and manage to find us,
I’ll make sure they regret it…
Goblin Ben stares down at his hand and smiles. A green aura
glows around his hand. The others look frightened.
GOBLIN BEN
Besides! This old place has been
abandoned for nearly thirty years!
And in this neighbourhood?! No one
will ever think to look here!
Hahaha! NO ONNNEEE!!!!!
Kung Fu Knight breaks down the door to the room. Everyone looks
startled by his appearance. He strikes a pose.
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NATHAN
I don’t believe it!
RILEY
(pointing)
It is The One Who Punches!
GOBLIN BEN
Ah, yes, I’ve heard about you.
You’re Kung Fu Knight! You wander
the Earth looking for any poor
saps who you think need to be
taught a lesson, despite being
completely alone in your efforts.
I admire that, I really do.
The Henchmen raise their fists in unison and stand in their
battle poses. Tuan pulls out a knife.
GOBLIN BEN
And let me guess, you think you
can just waltz in here, ruin our
little operation, and teach us one
of those lessons, do you not?
Kung Fu Knight grunts and nods his head.
GOBLIN BEN
I thought so. Boys, get him!
All of the “Boys” except for Tuan run at Kung Fu Knight. Kung Fu
Knight prepares for impact.
Epic Fight Time!
The Henchmen make it to Kung Fu Knight. He knocks out Riley
immediately, then grabs Declan and smacks him away too. Kung Fu
Knight then swipes at the others until Declan comes back with a
vengeance. The Knight grabs him and throws him up to the wall.
He clocks him repeatedly in the head until he falls.
Cut to Goblin Ben, who is worrying about how much is left for
the ritual.
Cut back to the brawl. Nathan is knocked unconscious by Kung Fu
Knight. Then, Kung Fu Knight reaches down and RIPS OFF HIS
ARM!!!
With his new battle weapon, Kung Fu Knight looks at the last guy
standing, Marcus.
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MARCUS
(utterly horrified,
quietly)
Holy shit!
Marcus tries to run away, but Kung Fu Knight’s new “arm” grabs
him on the shoulder, and pulls him out of the frame. Violence
can be heard offscreen.
GOBLIN BEN
(annoyed)
Damn it! I knew I should have
bought more henchmen!
Kung Fu Knight stands surrounded by bodies, holding his new
“arm”.
GOBLIN BEN
(to Tuan)
Well Tuan, it looks like you’re
all that’s left. You’re our last
hope! Give him hell.
Goblin Ben pulls out some of the yellow powder from earlier and
puts it in Tuan’s hand.
Tuan snorts it up his nose, and his body tenses up. He lets out
a growl, and then looks directly into Kung Fu Knight’s soul.
Kung Fu Knight looks surprised, but prepares for the fight.
Tuan pulls out his knife and lunges at Kung Fu Knight, yelling.
A fierce battle commences. Tuan keeps swinging at Kung Fu
Knight, but our hero manages to block the attacks with his
“arm”. Eventually, he holds out the “arm” with both his hands,
and Tuan’s knife gets stuck in it. They both glare at each
other.
Kung Fu Knight then tosses his “arm” aside, while Tuan is still
holding onto his knife. This causes him to move with the “arm”.
Sensing an opportunity, Kung Fu Knight kicks out at Tuan,
sending him stumbling. Once he regains his senses, Tuan
continues to fight with Kung Fu Knight.
Away from the battle, Goblin Ben watches the fight. It seems
that Kung Fu Knight and Tuan are matched equally in skill. Still
worried about the ritual being interrupted, he watches as Tuan
is knocked back slightly by the Knight.
GOBLIN BEN
(annoyed)
Alright! That does it! Guess it’s
time for me to take my true form!
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Pulling off his moustache, Goblin Ben looks to the sky and lets
out a powerful scream, holding his arms out. Suddenly, the
screen flashes white. Goblin Ben’s clothes are now gone; his
body is entirely green, and his eyes have been replaced with a
visor.
GOBLIN BEN
Nyahahaha! Bet you didn’t think I
was a real Goblin!
Kung Fu Knight looks surprised. Goblin Ben then jumps into the
fray and starts fighting him as well. After punching with him a
few times, Kung Fu Knight suddenly gets clonked on the head with
his own “arm”. Tuan stole it from him while he was fighting with
his boss and used it against him! Kung Fu Knight falls to the
ground.
GOBLIN BEN
Your final hours are near, Kung Fu
Knight! Save some for me, Tuan, my
boy!
Goblin Ben jumps back into the fight to join Tuan, who is
currently hitting Kung Fu Knight on the ground aggressively with
his “arm”. Goblin Ben kicks him, while Tuan keeps hitting.
Kung Fu Knight starts glowing.
NARRATOR
His darkest hour is upon him. With
his enemies surrounding him, the
Legendary Kung Fu Knight has no
other choice. Within his heart, he
calls upon a powerful force. An
ancient art that requires the
strength of a thousand Kung Fu
Knights. He goes…FULL CRUSADER!!!
Kung Fu Knight leaps up off the ground and lets out a powerful
cry. Goblin Ben and Tuan are sent flying, and tumble to the
ground. The empowered knight turns to Tuan, and grabs his “arm”
back from him. He then takes it and rips out Tuan’s beating
heart. A shocked and bloody Tuan falls to the ground, dead.
Kung Fu Knight then turns his attention to the Goblin.
GOBLIN BEN
(clearly shocked)
Oh Boy…
Before he can react any further, Kung Fu Knight rushes Goblin
Ben and tackles him to the ground. Now having the upper hand, he
punches down on his adversary over and over again, until the
green fiend has gone limp. Kung Fu Knight raises his fist one
more time, and then…
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DING!
Before he can get the final punch in, Kung Fu Knight is
distracted by that noise and looks up. The weird, glowing
satanic object is now glowing even more, and making strange
noises.
GOBLIN BEN
(weak)
The ritual….is complete….
Suddenly, the room begins to shake. Kung Fu Knight looks up at
the ceiling, which begins to crack and fall apart.
GOBLIN BEN
The Firebird…is here…
An array of red glowing lights begin to flash in the sky. As
they continue to flash, a gigantic red bird fades into
existence. Flapping its colossal wings, the FIREBIRD lets out a
mighty roar.
Kung Fu Knight looks back down at Goblin Ben, who has started
laughing, weakly.
GOBLIN BEN
I’ll…see you…in…HELL…Legendary
Knight…
Goblin Ben continues to laugh. Kung Fu Knight gets up, and
stares up at the Firebird.
The Firebird starts spitting out balls of fire, and Kung Fu
Knight barely manages to dodge them all. He then stops and
thinks for a second, then regains his composure, and clenches
his fist.
He lets out a chuckle, and jumps into the air.
Raising his fist in the air, he leaps up to the Firebird, and
punches it right in the face.
FIREBIRD
SCREEEEEEECH!!!!!
The Firebird tumbles through the air, before regaining its
senses and flying away.
Meanwhile, Kung Fu Knight falls back to Earth. Once he hits the
ground, he gets back up, and looks at the sky to see the
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Firebird flying away. Then, he looks back to the spot where
Goblin Ben was. He is nowhere to be seen!
Our hero silently turns around and walks out of the room.
NARRATOR
And so, thanks to the efforts of
Kung Fu Knight, the Beater Boys’
plan of world domination and
selling their nefarious drug to
schoolchildren has been thwarted.
But with the Firebird on the
loose, and the Goblin Leader
having mysteriously vanished, it
looks like our hero has a lot more
work to do. However, thanks to his
last-minute burst of strength,
Kung Fu Knight lives to fight
another day. The One Who
Punches…will punch again.
Credits montage: Kung Fu Knight walking through a field at
sunset from multiple camera angels, Kung Fu Knight standing at
the edge of a lake, staring out into the water, also at sunset.
END

